NET CONTROL OPERATOR SCRIPT
A “net control operator” is a volunteer position and subject to the approval and
scheduling of the “net coordinator.” This position has a term from one club meeting to
the next, or approximately one month. (Remember YOU are in CONTROL. What you
say goes! Have fun with the net, change wording, order of check-ins, ask for
conversational tidbits. Don’t ask anything you wouldn’t be willing to answer yourself!)
Good evening, and welcome to the WB7QIW Hoodview Amateur Radio Club
information net. Your net control this evening is (your call), and my name is (your
name). This net meets every Wednesday at 7:30 pm local time on the 147.28/88 MHz
repeater. Everyone is encouraged to check-in.
This is WB7QIW, are there any stations with emergency traffic?
Do we have any mobile stations wishing to check-in?
Any station with traffic for the mobile stations may check-in now.
This is WB7QIW calling for the CW check-in list. (Thank you ______________ for the
CW list!)
This is WB7QIW, any station wishing to check-in with a suffix beginning with:
Alpha through Delta
Echo through Hotel
India through Lima
Mike through Papa
Quebec through Tango
Uniform through Zulu
Acknowledge each name and call, try to encourage conversation.
(You might reverse the order of check-in call up, mix up the order, call up by first initial
of name, call for YL’s first, officers first, and keep them off guard!!)
This is WB7QIW calling for any late or missed check-ins.
(Go through the traffic listed, unless you had them give traffic as they checked in. If you
know one will be very long, hold it until the shorter traffic has been handled.)
This is the WB7QIW Hoodview Amateur Radio net; do we have any late check-ins
before closing the net?
This is WB7QIW, thank you all for checking in tonight, I hope you enjoyed the net, and
feel free to rag chew after closing.

This is WB7QIW, with net control (your name and call) closing the net at (list time of
closing).

